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Abstract

This paper, propose a new framework definition for programming to
iPhone with simplicity and productively. With this way, the devel-
oper can create a application, thinking only the logic of the game,
forgeting the difficulties of framework and native Language for pro-
gramming to iPhone.

This framework has simple and objective features to ensure the
practicality of programming for iPhone. For this, we implemented a
specification based on typical game framework architectures, which
meets these requirements by using a Programming Language.

The Objetive-C Language used for programming to iPhone is a low
level Language[STEPHEN G. KOCHAN]. With this, the developer
need to implement and manager many thinks in the environment
that should not worry. Because of that, it will be good if the devel-
oper can use a high level Language in which will only worry about
the logic of the application.

In this paper, will be used the Breder Programming Language for
implement this framework. It because, the Breder Language is a
high level Language that has many features to ensure the further
structuring of code and productivity [BREDER, B]. Moreover, this
Language was developed to assist projects that require high effi-
ciency in native method call deployed in some external library, that
will be use for comunication with iPhone framework [BREDER,
B].
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1 Introduction

The superiority in graphics applications with iPhone, iPad, a signif-
icant increase in developing programs for this platform overcame in
the latest years. With the Apple’s application called App Store, fa-
cilitated the distribution of commercial software developed for the
iPhone, either for big and small developers.

New applications increasingly challenging the limits of the hard-
ware. In addition, several other ways to develop an application for
the iPhone are being used to meet the needs of a better development.

Currently, many applications have been developed so unproductive.
This is happened because to develop an application, you must use
a native Language of iPhone called Objective-C which not provide
many features for the developer. Moreover, the standard library
of the iPhone has many mechanisms that enable the occurrence of
failures due to their misuse. It because the framework of iPhone is a
low level and the developer need to study so much for programming
to iPhone. With this, if you call a operational in wrong context,
at runtime, the process can be killed. To make a development of
a game in Objective-C Language, it is necessary to worry about
several features of the Language and game frameworks typically
offer.

Moreover, the Objetive-C Language is not a easy for programming.
This because in this Language, the developer need to worry about
many thinks, that he should not worry. For example, if the context
is to paint a frame, the developer must use only operation about
paint. But, the Objetive-C Language and the Framework permit to
use other operation what can’t use in this time. It because the frame-
work use the state machine to work, permiting to use operation in

wrong time. With a Language in the front, with the organization of
the class, the Language can previne this operation.

A framework is responsible for implementing a specific function-
ality. Furthermore, the framework should have mechanisms that
allow the configuration of its execution. Unlike libraries, the frame-
work dictates the flow control application, called Inversion of Con-
trol [Martin Fowler, 2004]. Inversion of Control is an abstract prin-
ciple describing an aspect of some software architecture designs
in which the flow of control of a system is inverted in comparison
to procedural programming. In traditional programming the flow
is controlled by a central piece of code with callbacks. Using In-
version of Control this central control as a design principle is left
behind.

For example, the framework will ask how to paint the player in
the game or what happend if i touch the screen in a part of the
game. But, the standards frameworks provided by Apple to develop
applications for iPhone, are very sensitive to failures, in which the
framework will try to resolve conflicts in a better way.

The aim of this paper is to establish a environment of development
for create game with simply, secure and productive way, minimiz-
ing the failures and the complexity of this the iPhone environment.
For this, we created several abstractions on top of a framework, both
to meet the difficulties of standard frameworks, how to address the
limitations of the Programming Language Objective-C.

The great advantage of the Breder Language is the fact that it had
a very efficient Virtual Machine for native operations. Thus, the
framework will use this feature to be implemented more efficient
yours methods. In addition, this Virtual Machine is concerned
with embedded environment. This way, different techniques will be
adopted so as not to harm the functioning due to lack of resources.

In the next section will be presented limitations and unproductive
in the development of an application for the iPhone and will also
be discussed solutions to such problems. Session 3 will present
the definition of the Breder Language, specifically created for this
work. In session 4 we will present the specification of a framework
able to address such described limitations and completelly based
on the Breder Language. Session 5 describes how to implement
a framework using our proposed Language. In session 6 we will
present a demo built on our proposed solution. Session 7 presents
considerations necessary to maintain this environment with perfor-
mance. Finally, the last session presents the conclusions and future
issues of our proposal.

2 Limitations in programming for the
iPhone

Programming for Objective-C Language does not provide all the re-
sources necessary for a good development. It because it is very low
level programming, where the developer need to know and manager
many thinks for programming to iPhone SDK. For the developers,
they will try to find a new development environment for program-
ming simplely, investing you time in the logic of the aplication and
not with thinks that the Language need to work. Would be good if
the development environment uses high level popular Programming
Language.

With this in mind, it should be established the usage of a more pop-
ular Programming Language with better features, such as Java, C+
+, Python, among others. But, this Language need be a high level,
because the programmer do not want to worry with litter thinks,
only with the logic of the aplication.

Moreover, Objective-C Language has no abstract capabilities
enough to meet an easy implementation of complex features, typ-
ically required in games. This is because the Language does not
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provide tools, abstract features and libraries that facilitate the im-
plementation, making it necessary to develop such resources.

For example, the Objective-C Language does not provide a
complete memory management transparently [STEPHEN G.
KOCHAN]. In this way, the developer can use unauthorized mem-
ory in a wrong way, causing lower permanence manipulation of ob-
jects in memory or even the fall of the application execution. When
this occurs, it is unproductive the detection and clearance of the
problem.

To resolve the lack of transparency in the management of memory,
it Is necessary to create mechanisms to release the objects automat-
ically. That would be the mechanism to recognize the objects that
are no longer being used, releasing them from the memory. To im-
plement such a mechanism, it is necessary to implement the concept
of Garbage Collection in a transparent manner.

Another thinks that Objective-C Language is not so good for pro-
gramming to iPhone, is because do not have a safe executing. It
because, the application is compiled for the machine and if a error
happen, the process will be killed. It will be good is the executing
of the application is manager by a Virtual Machine. With this way,
a error will not kill the process, doing the execute more safe.

Moreover, the best way to capture erros is in the compiler timer. If
you have a error in runtime, this is a unproductive development to
right this error. At compiler timer, the error is better and easier to
resolver be, because the errors are not provided in a specific context.

If the error is in runtime, the developer need to execute the applica-
tion for understand what happening. With this, the developer need
to know what context that is happening and why. Thus, a good
structure of language to retrieval errors at compile time, can gener-
ate greater productivity.

Apple offers several complex framework and low level develop-
ment specifically for the iPhone platform. However, its misuse can
result in failures that are difficult to deal. To resolve the complexity
of the standards framework, the developr must create an abstraction
in order to reduce failures that may occur. This will create opera-
tions that do not generate side effects if they are called improperly.

3 Breder Programming Language

In order to solve problems related to the Language Objective-C,
such as the lack of resources, we propose and implement in this
paper a definition of a new high level language. This Language
is focused on structuring and organizing the source code in order
to increase productivity and safety in the implementation of an ap-
plication. Also, this Language have a syntax similar to the Java
Language in order to make its learning more practical and follows
completely the Object Oriented paradigm.

The objective of the proposed language is providing tools for devel-
opers to obtain a clear code, simple and with a high level standard.
Breder Language is strongly typed, allowing various syntactic and
semantic errors detections at compile time, facilitating the develop-
ment. Although the language is very useful for iPhone developers,
it can also be used in many other pourposes.

Breder Language was developed for Windows, MacOS and Linux,
allowing the use of the same source code in other environments.
Therefore, we developed a Breder Virtual Machine that abstracts
all the features of specific hardware and Operating System, thus
maintaining homogeneity in the application execution and capable
to be used in diverse hardware as embedded devices. In addition,
several embedded devices like iPhone and Android were tested in
order to calculate the degree of cost generated by Breder Language.

Breder Language has interesting features that make game develop-
ment more productive and reliable. One of the main characteristics
is the high Object Oriented paradigm and high level of Garbage
Collection, with automatic object management in the memory.

The Breder Language has the feature of a class with type Interface
[BREDER, B]. Thus, this class called Interface will not implement

the methods declared. This because your goal is to keep the specifi-
cation of the class that implement it. Thus, new implementation of
that concept, should follow the specification of the interface, mak-
ing it easier to use the class implemented, because the user already
know the signatures of the methods described in the interface.

Moreover, the Breder Language has a better encapsulation of
classes, protecting their fields and methods outside of classes, thus
making the code more secure. Also, this Language has multiple hi-
erarchy [BREDER, B], in which a class can extend multiple classes
and interfaces. Thus, an organization and reuse of code will be
better assigned, thereby facilitating the organization of classes and
interfaces.

An important requirement of Breder Language is to serve projects
that require intensive processing, such as games. For this, we cre-
ated several internal aspects that ensure high performance in com-
munication between Breder Language and other Compiled Lan-
guages.

The Breder Language allows the creation of native methods that
were used to implement operations in a Compiled Language. We
must therefore develop methods to implement such operations that
need to access specific features of the iPhone SDK.

Finally, the great advantage of the Breder Language is the fact that
it had a very efficient Breder Virtual Machine for native operations
[BREDER, B]. Thus, the framework will use this feature to be im-
plemented more efficiently. In addition, the Breder Virtual Machine
is concerned with embedded environment. This way, different tech-
niques will be adopted so as not to harm the functioning due to lack
of resources. For example, the Garbage Collector of Breder Vir-
tual Machine, in embedded devices, will work lightly, not hurting
application performance.

4 Specification of a Framework

As mentioned previously, most problems related to programming
for the iPhone can be solved with a specification of an appropriate
framework that protects most of the possible failures that may oc-
cur. That should set up a high-level structure in order to isolate the
internal complexities from a basic library of the iPhone SDK.

The first basic structure would be the high-level abstract representa-
tion of a window. With this, all models of iPhone will always have
a single window with different sizes depending on the device, ac-
cording to its resolution. For example, the window for the iPhone
4 have a dimension of 960x640 for the iPhone 3G would have a
dimension of 480x320 and to iPad have a dimension of 1024x768.

Another important basic structure for a game are Components. A
Component represent a object in the device, visible or not, upgrad-
able or not and suitable for events. This component represent the
most basic abstraction of a feature in the window. Thus, in a game
application, a window would have at least one component to be dis-
played, even though this is just a static image without any events.
Therefore, as the component is a structure with the possibility to be
graphics, it must have a dimension of size and other typical graph-
ics properties. The component must have a event handler, which
can be modeled as a callback.

This object may change of state in the context of the application.
Thus, all components registered in a window will always have a
status update event at each screen update. After all the components
change states, they will suffer the event painting in the entire hier-
archy of components of the window.

At the same time we define a component as the most basic represen-
tation structure of an object. For this specification the framework
defines a structure that represents a group of component. With this,
we can define a hierarchy of components with parent-child relation-
ship, in which all components may or may not have a father and the
whole structure of group can have several components sons. This
group structure will be called Container, which will be the father
of several children components. The same occurs with the compo-
nent. The container will also have a dimension in which a reference
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Figure 1: A Frame class

Figure 2: A Component class

for some operations will be defined. In the specific case of the con-
tainer, when any event is released, it will always be propagated to
the children, passing on their information. Therefore, every event
that occurs at the Container will always be handled by some com-
ponent.

In the case of a container, the state update corresponds to updating
the states of all components sons. The same is true when calling its
painting callback, which will be delegated to all components in the
order that was registered, where the first registered will be the first
to be painted.

As the Component and Container has some features in common, a
class hierarchy can be defined to take advantage of features of size,
event, updating and painting. So in the class diagram, a Container
will inherit from a component.

As mentioned previously, a Container can have multiple children.
Therefore, we must define that a Component is always a parent,
unless it is the root of the hierarchy.

As shown, all components will always suffer first the action of the
state update and then will be painted, in case of graphical items, at
each screen update. With this, the framework creates an entity that
abstracts the process of painting and the updater.

Therefore, independent of the framework of iPhone available, a new
framework that abstracts typical difficulties will be created while
maintaining the simplicity in its usage. For a game, basically, we
defined a structure that works with primitive operations with 2D
images, also called sprites.

A class organization that best represents the proposed architecture
will be presented below.

Figure 1 shows a class defined for the window representation.

Class that represents a component in the figure 2, where contains
the fields coordinated relative size, kinship and sensitive to the
touch event. In addition, the component will have functions to re-
trieve absolute coordinate, change of state, painting and event han-
dling of touch, since the act of pressing, drag and release your finger
from the screen

Figure 3: A Container class

Figure 4: Example of image

The class that represents a container is illustrated in figure 3. This
container may handle the fields of Its children.

The class that represents the painting, which contains primitive
functions to paint , rotate and move an image is Illustrated in the
figure 4.

The class that represents an image from a file defined in the class
constructor is shown in the figure 5.

Since in Breder Language is possible to detect, at compile time, if
a parameter or a return of a method may be a possibly null value
or not[BREDER, B], the implementation of the framework will use
this feature to tie all the parameters of the methods, telling what pa-
rameters of the methods will be null or not, causing them to become
more productive and reliable to use.

The native methods are operations implemented in a Compiled Lan-
guage. In this work these methods are implemented in ANSI C.
This is an important strategy in order to guarantee high performance
and for , decreasing the overhead in the Breder Virtual Machine pro-
cessing. For the sake of performance, most of the methods of the
game framework will be implemented natively.

5 Results

In order to validate our language definition and the framework built
upon the language, we will present some interactive demos that will
be executed at the iPhone environment. Based on these tests, we
will determine the overheads of processing the Breder Language.

The demo created for this paper, builds an environment full of game
objects, composed by sprites, and making different movements. As
the purpose of the work is not the development of a full game, each
game object make simple animations, which could be substituted
by more complex behaviors.

As mentioned previously, the order of the children of a Container
indicates the order in which objects are painted. Moreover, the
touch event also follows the same criteria. So, when a touch event
occurs, the components that are painted on the front will be privi-
leged in the searching process.

In this example, the sprites are in a privileged ordered in relation

Figure 5: A Image class
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to the touch events. As stated above, the privilege is in the order
in which the components were added in the Container. The last
Component added will be the first listener first. This shows that
it is possible to build a hierarchy of event handlers for the game
objects.

Similarly what happens to the balls, also suffer Sprites events up-
date state. From this event, you can change how the cells of sprites
were chosen as the execution context of the application.

6 Performance analysis

In this session, we will comment discuss and analyze the perfor-
mance obtained using our language and framework. on the assump-
tions that were necessary for an Interpreted Language can process
so tolerable by applications. As mentioned previously, in order to.

Several optimizations are were designed to meet the processing
overhead that leads to the Breder Virtual Machine, such as the de-
velopment of native methods. . For example, if the framework uses
native methods, will decrease so much that overhead.

Besides the optimization of native methods that has been widely
used both in the framework, as in the standard library available in
Language, Breder Virtual Machine was built with the purpose of
meeting and seeking the execution of native methods. Thus, when
there is a need to perform native operation, the Breder Virtual Ma-
chine will not generate any kind of processing overhead.

The Garbage Collector is designed with goal of releasing the un-
used objects from memory. Beyond this, the Garbage Collector
finds the projects of great real-time processing. In the case of appli-
cations for iPhone, as the Garbage Collector is acting in the release
objects from memory the image can not be frozen. In the demo, did
not find any kind of freezing as a function of performance of the
Garbage Collector.

The example set by the demo, shows the degree of stress graph that
was generated to test if the programming environment does not fit
in projects with many images. In this demo, we printed more than
700 components at the same time, in which each exchange screen,
will always be updated on her condition and repainted. Even with
the polluted environment of images, the result was very satisfactory,
since that was not found any sign of slowdown in the application.

The same is true when some event has touch screen. The framework
will cover all the components looking for the children who suffer
the event. This search has become very fast, as it was performed
several optimizations on the query.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a new language architecture, a game
framework based on it and a simple application to validate. This
applications where developed for an iPhone platform and showed
the possibility to create games without the usage of Objective C.
Our work also validate the possibility to develop games for iPhone
without the need of knowing its specific architecture, thanks to the
Breder Virtual Machine.

In addition, several optimizations were made with the framework,
in order to improve its funtionality. The frame rate obtained for a
high number of game objects validates the framework for a high
level game development.

The suggested development environment of an application for the
iPhone, using the Breder Language, would be the Eclipse and
XCode. Eclipse became simpler to use the framework since the
Compiler acts all the time. So, when change is made in the source
code, automatically, the Compiler will recompile the source code.
This feature makes the usage of Breder language very simple to
make any modification in the source code, making very productive
development.
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